
Type 
Together|



I’m going to show you 
a few sentences



And I want you all to 
do two things



Feel the 
typeface and 
let them talk 
to you



Try to understand 
the sentence based 
on the typeface



If you totally get what 
the sentence means…



Clap loud! 
👏



So, shall we begin?



So, shall we begin? 
👏



Dzień dobry!



ngo5 hai6 coi3 sing4 fan1



Ik ben een 
webontwikkelaar en ik 
houd van typografie



It probably didn’t 
work quite well



What’s the most 
important component 

of typography?



Language



English Oxford Living Dictionaries

The method of human communication, either 
spoken or written, consisting of the use of words in 
a structured and conventional way.



Language  
👇 

Communication



English Oxford Living Dictionaries

The method of human communication, either 
spoken or written, consisting of the use of words in 
a structured and conventional way.



English Oxford Living Dictionaries

The method of human communication, either 
spoken or written, consisting of the use of words in 
a structured and conventional way.



Typography improves 
visual communication



Wrong language 
👇 

Bad communication



Let’s do it again with 
a little change



Good morning!



I am Aceler Chua



I am a web developer 
and I love typography



Much better, right? 
👏



Proper language + Good 
typography 

👇 
Improved communication



Why should I invest in 
typography?



- 1 - 
Improvement in 
communication



Setting the tone



Congratulations



Congratulations



Congratulations









Typography make 
written words “talk”



Improve legibility



legibility?



English Oxford Living Dictionaries

The quality of being clear enough to read.



Font size 
Font weight 

Kerning 
Tracking 
Leading 

Letter spacing 
Line height 

Side bearing



Balancing the whites 
and the blacks of the 

written word 



Contrast 
👇 

Shapes 
👇 

Words



Contrast 
👇 

Shapes 
👇 

Words



adhesion 
adhesion 

adhesion



adhesion 
adhesion 

adhesion



ADHESION 
ADHESION 

ADHESION



ADHESION 
ADHESION 

ADHESION



Font size (Both) 
Font weight (Both) 

Kerning (Horizontal) 
Tracking (Horizontal) 

Leading (Vertical) 
Letter spacing (Horizontal) 

Line height (Vertical) 
Side bearing (Horizontal)



- 2 - 
Affects credibility







Real or fake?



Real or fake?





Real or fake?



Real or fake?



Good type 👉 trustworthy 
Bad type 👉 sketchy



Typography on web



But typography should be 
handled by the designer, 

right?



The web is dynamic







Typography is handled by 
both the designer and the 

developer



Designers create 
typographic 

communication method



Developers adapt and 
implement the method 

into the product



How to type together?



- 1 - 
Assessing the project



Budget



Budget 👉 Time 
Time 👉 Details



(Of course budget can also buy good fonts)

Budget 👉 Time 
Time 👉 Details



Provides foundation



- 2 - 
Design the typographic 

communication



Choosing fonts



Choose one that 
speaks for the project



Libre fonts vs. Paid fonts



Quality?



Can be equally good 
or bad



Merriweather 
Karmina



Amerika 
Royalty



So why get the  
paid one?



Exclusivity



Budget is the answer



I’m lost in the 
typeface land



Find typeface by 
foundry



Just Another Foundry



People should consider using a cold, wet cloth to treat insect 
bites instead of turning to over-the-counter remedies, experts 
say. Prof Michael Siva-Jothy, from Sheffield University's 
Department of Animal and Plant Sciences, recruited 29 brave 
volunteers to test the theory further, watching the bedbugs as 
they found a place to feed and removing them only as they were 
about to bite.

JAF Facit



People should consider using a cold, wet cloth to treat insect bites 
instead of turning to over-the-counter remedies, experts say. Prof 
Michael Siva-Jothy, from Sheffield University's Department of Animal 
and Plant Sciences, recruited 29 brave volunteers to test the theory 
further, watching the bedbugs as they found a place to feed and 
removing them only as they were about to bite.

JAF Lapture



Emigre



OEFENMATCHEN. KV Mechelen klopt Genk, zuinige 
zege voor Standard 

Rays Center Fielder No. 941 in Draft, No. 1 in Defense 

Kießling bewahrt Leverkusen vor Pleite bei 
Viertligisten 

Mendes vs. McGregor: UFC 189 Main Event Odds, 
Predictions and Tale of the Tap

Brothers



OEFENMATCHEN. KV Mechelen klopt Genk, zuinige zege 
voor Standard 

Rays Center Fielder No. 941 in Draft, No. 1 in Defense 

Kießling bewahrt Leverkusen vor Pleite bei Viertligisten 

Mendes vs. McGregor: UFC 189 Main Event Odds, 
Predictions and Tale of the Tap

Fairplex



TypeTogether



People should consider using a cold, wet cloth to treat insect 
bites instead of turning to over-the-counter remedies, experts 
say. Prof Michael Siva-Jothy, from Sheffield University's 
Department of Animal and Plant Sciences, recruited 29 brave 
volunteers to test the theory further, watching the bedbugs as 
they found a place to feed and removing them only as they were 
about to bite.

Adelle Sans



People should consider using a cold, wet cloth to treat insect bites 
instead of turning to over-the-counter remedies, experts say. Prof 
Michael Siva-Jothy, from Sheffield University's Department of 
Animal and Plant Sciences, recruited 29 brave volunteers to test 
the theory further, watching the bedbugs as they found a place to 
feed and removing them only as they were about to bite.

Karmina



- 3 - 
Implementation of 

typography



Realizing how things 
change in websites



2 typefaces == 4 fonts



tracking == letter-spacing 
leading ~= line-height



Hello, Manila. 
I’m giving a talk 
at #FFCPH

Hello, Manila. 
I’m giving a talk 
at #FFCPH

Leading Line-height



Hello, Manila. 
I’m giving a talk 
at #FFCPH

The name 
of the talk is 
Type Together



Vertical rhythm



News of 
the day 

Hello, Manila. 
I’m giving a talk 
at #FFCPH

The name 
of the talk is 
Type Together



Level 1 

Em for line-height



News of 
the day 

Hello, Manila. 
I’m giving a talk 
at #FFCPH

The name 
of the talk is 
Type Together

16px / 19.2px

1.2em



Level 2 

Use rem unit



News of 
the day 

Hello, Manila. 
I’m giving a talk 
at #FFCPH

The name 
of the talk is 
Type Together

16px / 19.2px

1.2em

html { 
  font-size: 16px; 
}

1rem

24px / 28.8px

1.2em1.5rem



Level 3 

Line-height first



html { 
  // declare as baseline height, or 1rem 
  font-size: 16px; 
}



News of 
the day 

The name 
of the talk is 
Type Together

html { 
  // declare as baseline height, or 1rem 
  font-size: 16px; 
}

Hello, Manila. 
I’m giving a talk 
at #FFCPH



p { 
  line-height: 2rem; 

  // line-height / ratio = font-size 
  font-size: 2 / 1.2 * 1rem; //1.667rem 
}



News of 
the day 

The name 
of the talk is 
Type Together

html { 
  // declare as baseline height, or 1rem 
  font-size: 16px; 
}

Hello, Manila. 
I’m giving a talk 
at #FFCPH

16.67px / 20px

1.25rem

1.25 / 1.2 * 1rem 
(1.042rem)

26.67px / 32px

2rem

2 / 1.2 * 1rem 
(1.667rem)



16px

1rem

News of 
the day 

The name 
of the talk is 
Type Together

html { 
  // declare as baseline height, or 1rem 
  font-size: 16px; 
}

Hello, Manila. 
I’m giving a talk 
at #FFCPH

16.67px / 20px

1.25rem

1.25 / 1.2 * 1rem 
(1.042rem)

26.67px / 32px

2rem

2 / 1.2 * 1rem 
(1.667rem)



They take time and 
energy



But they pay off



- 4 - 
Communicate and 

type together



Talk about the goods 
and bads and  

start this early



If in doubt, test!



Erik Spiekermann

When something works, it’s invisible. When it’s 
invisible, people don’t believe a professional put 
effort in it. 

Until an amateur does it.



Thank you very much!
Follow me on Twitter @chakler


